With Virtual Clinical Excursions (VCE), your students actively engage with their textbook reading and gain valuable experience setting priorities and solving problems in a simulated clinical setting.

Virtual Clinical Excursions is available in the following areas:
- Fundamentals of Nursing
- Medical-Surgical Nursing
- Pediatric Nursing
- Maternity Nursing
- Maternal-Child Nursing
- Psychiatric Nursing
- Licensed Practical Nursing

Because we share your passion for educating tomorrow’s health care providers, there are many advantages to partnering with Elsevier. For starters, we develop products you can rely on, drawn from the most authoritative content available. Plus, we deliver that content in innovative and interactive ways that enhance learning and prepare your students for career success. And we are a trusted advisor with the experience and expertise to help you create a technology-based solution that unifies your entire program and supports your curriculum goals. That’s your Elsevier advantage.

Visit
deriving.solutions.
Contact
your Elsevier Education Solutions Consultant
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Visit elsevieradvantage.com/vce
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VIRTUAL CLINICAL EXCURSIONS
An engaging introduction to the clinical setting
VCE helps students make important connections between what they learn in their Elsevier textbooks and how they will put that knowledge to work in the clinical setting.

Textbook reading assignments and workbook activities are mapped directly to interactive exercises that guide students in the care of virtual patients. Throughout each lesson, students are able to access realistic information resources essential to patient care, resulting in a true-to-life learning experience.

Enable students to monitor and care for patients.
- Realistic multi-level virtual hospital
- Four different 45-minute periods of care within a 12-hour shift
- Clinical alerts that highlight changes in a patient's condition

Reinforce the principles of safe medication administration.
- Realistic Medication Room with a variety of drug storage areas
- Drug guide included with monographs for all medications used in the program
- 55 common medication errors embedded within the software

Strengthen students' clinical reasoning and clinical judgment.
- 22 unique patients/cases with complex medical conditions
- More than 250 NCLEX® examination-style review questions

Each lesson has a reading assignment from the text, as well as activities that involve “visiting” patients in the virtual hospital.

Prepare your students for their first clinical experience.

HELP STUDENTS BEGIN THE TRANSITION FROM THE CLASSROOM TO CLINICAL PRACTICE

Students can examine real patient data in an electronic health record while they evaluate critical patient conditions.

Electronic Health Record

Daily Evaluation

Students participate in a variety of clinical scenarios, allowing them to test their critical thinking skills in response to patients’ conditions change over time.

Patient Assessment

Students follow a nurse preceptor through the patient assessment process and have a variety of opportunities to collect data and administer medications.

Student can view patient data in an electronic health record while they evaluate critical patient conditions.